Funeral Director
Insurance
It’s all in the service

YOUR WORLD IS OUR FOCUS
www.astonlark.com

Who are Aston Lark?
We’re proud to be one of the top five
independent Chartered Insurance Brokers in the
country. Trusted by over 140,000 clients across
the UK, our services are wide-ranging but always
personal. We treat everyone as an individual and
pay close attention to the finest detail.
We work across a wide range of commercial
sectors, from film and media, to haulage and
construction, to funeral directors like you.
We have a dedicated in-house claims team on
hand when you need us the most, and a Private
Client division providing specialist guidance for
individuals on their private household and/or
vehicles.
Whoever you are and wherever you do business,
we are by your side, and we go the extra mile to
make the complexities of insurance simple and
clear.
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Cover that respects your needs
We’ve been supporting independent funeral
professionals for over 25 years and we’ve seen
first-hand the devotion you pour into your work.
We bring that same level of service to your
insurance.
With our deep understanding of the funeral
profession, we can deliver tailored cover that
answers your needs simply and effectively. If
there’s ever a problem, our response is instant.
We know the stakes are high, so we keep your
claim times low. And our longstanding experience
means we have a level of insight that very few
brokers can match – allowing us to arrange cover
that gives you true peace of mind.
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Motor fleet insurance
Your fleet of vehicles is one of the most visible ways your business is represented.
So, like your service, it must be flawless. We understand the investment of time, money
and effort that goes into building up your fleet – and the care and attention required to
keep it pristine. That’s why our cover goes that extra mile to protect your vehicles in the
event of an accident.
If something happens to take your vehicle off the road,
it can have a big impact on the running of your business.
We make sure you get back on track quickly and easily.
Our specialist motor policies offer a range of benefits
tailored to funeral directors – such as competitively-priced
any licenced driver cover for drivers over 21 years old, and
specialist loss of use insurance for your hearses, limousines
and private ambulances, regardless of fault. So you can
focus on your service without worrying about your fleet.

Our loss of use insurance policy covers the hire
of a replacement vehicle, enabling your business
to keep running seamlessly. It’s subject to:
•

No daily hire limit, providing the insurers confirm that
the hire costs are reasonably and necessarily incurred

•

A cap at a higher limit of £75,000 in total for all claims
(or series of claims) arising out of any one original
cause, or 75 days of hire per vehicle eligible for cover –
whichever comes first

•

The first three days’ hiring costs being deemed the
policy excess.

“

The Aston Lark Funeral Director team
have served me well for many years
now. They have tailored my insurances
to suit my needs and are always friendly
and efficient. I wouldn’t hesitate
to recommend them to my fellow
funeral directors.”
Alan Greenwood,
Alan Greenwood & Sons

Our motor fleet insurance cover also provides unlimited windscreen cover,
free of policy excess, and European cover on all insured vehicles.
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“

I have always found your team
to deliver an absolutely superb
service and I recommend you without
reservation to others in the profession.”
Andrew Smith,
Andrew Smith Funeral Services Ltd

Business combined
insurance
We understand the responsibility shouldered by funeral
directors like you. The service you provide goes beyond
just ‘business’ – whether it’s consoling the bereaved or
preparing a body for burial. But if something goes wrong,
it can be catastrophic for you and your funeral home.
That’s why we offer specialist insurance that’s crafted
to safeguard not only the time, money and effort you’ve
put into building your business, but your reputation too.
Our business combined insurance is designed around your unique day-to-day
needs. Our policy offers effective protection for your assets, property and
responsibilities*, including:
•

Deceased personal possessions cover at a limit of £15,000 for all claims
or series of claims arising from one original cause

•

Cover for loss of revenue and additional costs of working, following
a material damage loss

•

Further cover extensions such as equipment breakdown, money cover,
goods in transit, legal expenses and more.

*subject to meeting underwriting criteria
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Private medical
insurance
As a funeral director, you carry out vital work – and recent
times have shown this more than ever. At Aston Lark, we’ve
always respected the dedication you give to your profession,
but we know it can sometimes take a toll too. That’s why we
make it simple to care for your own wellbeing, with tailored
private medical insurance that puts your health first.
We have access to a range of major insurance providers, enabling us to find a
policy that’s exactly right for you. Our longstanding experience means we can do
the hard work for you while you concentrate on your own excellent service – safe
in the knowledge you yourself are protected. Simply get in touch to find out how
we can keep you covered.

We have access to a range of major
insurance providers.
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Private
household
insurance
At Aston Lark, we believe
in looking after more than
just your business. We
understand the importance
of your home too. It’s your
sanctuary – a place to
unwind and feel safe. But
with the home said to be the
most expensive asset any
of us will buy in our lifetime,
it’s vital that your insurance
policy covers yours correctly.
With our longstanding experience in
the insurance market and access to
a wide range of specialist insurers,
we make sure you can get the cover
you need at a cost that works for
you. So when your insurance is due
for renewal, give us a call. We will be
more than happy to help.
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Classic car
insurance
For us at Aston Lark, it’s our lifeblood
to value what you value. That’s why we
specialise in insurance that’s tailored to more
unique needs – such as classic cars. Whether
you’re the owner of one classic car or the
proud owner of a collection, our team can
help.
With over 30 years’ experience in the classic car sector
and a team equally as passionate about classic cars as you
are, you’ll be in safe hands with us. Using our longstanding
expertise and selection of specialist insurance providers,
we can ensure that you get tailored cover that precisely
suits your needs.
What’s more, if your vehicle is rare or truly vintage, we
can insure it on an agreed value basis. This cover, subject
to detailed photographs and an independent specialist
valuation, is designed for your peace of mind – so if
something were to happen to your classic vehicle, you can
make a claim safe in the knowledge its value has already
been agreed and set.
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GAP insurance
GAP insurance is an important, but often overlooked, form
of cover that can prove invaluable if your vehicle is damaged
or stolen. Here at Aston Lark, we can arrange GAP cover for
vehicles both on finance and bought outright.
It works like this: unless your vehicle is already insured on an agreed value basis,
in the event that it’s written off or stolen, insurers will only pay the market value
of your vehicle at the time of the incident. In many cases, this amount won’t
meet the total sum outstanding on your finance agreement and it’s down to you
to pay for any deficit. GAP insurance covers you for that difference.
What’s more, GAP insurance doesn’t only apply to vehicles on finance. If you paid
cash for your vehicle and would like similar protection, we can arrange a policy
that provides a benefit payment that returns you to the original net invoice price
you paid for the vehicle in the first place – keeping your investment protected.

To find out more about how this type of cover can
benefit you, just talk to us and we’ll guide you through.
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Our services
CLAIMS
We understand that claiming on your
insurance can be stressful. Everyone hopes
they won’t have to but when something’s
gone wrong and you need that support,
having an expert broker to hand makes all
the difference.
When you make a claim with us, you’ll have the advice and
support of our dedicated, experienced and friendly claims
team throughout the entire process. From the moment you
pick up the phone, we strive to make the whole journey as
smooth, efficient and as stress-free as possible for you.
We even have a claims line open 24/7 just for motor
accidents so you can get in touch instantly in the event of a
road incident. To review the full details, just take a look at
our claims brochure.

CYBER INSURANCE
If your business has a digital presence,
then you’re at risk of cybercrime. This fastgrowing form of crime is a genuine threat to
every business that uses digital platforms,
whether it’s as simple as a website or email
service.
Cybercriminals don’t discriminate on business size or
profession, and they’re often after different things – making
it a shifting and comprehensive threat. But you’re only
likely to see it reported in the media if big tech companies
like Google or Sony are attacked – and that can often lead
smaller businesses into a false sense of security that they
won’t be a target. But cybercrime can hit businesses of all
shapes and sizes, so what do you do if you’re a victim?
Data from the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO)
shows that 90% of cyberattacks are due to human error*.
Criminals frequently target the human not the technology.
So we always strongly recommend you and your fellow
pet crematoria specialists take the threat of cybercrime
seriously. While the IT security of your business provides a
solid front-line defence, it’s not infallible – so it’s important
you plan how to protect your business if you get hacked.
At Aston Lark, our expert team can offer specialist
guidance and advice, as well as a range of policy options,
to help keep you protected. Simply get in touch to find out
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*Source https://www.cybsafe.com/press-releases/human-error-to-blame-for-9-in-10-uk-cyber-data-breaches-in-2019/
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RISK MANAGEMENT

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS

Every organisation is legally responsible for protecting the health and safety of its employees
and any other people who might be affected by its operations and activities. But it’s not
only a moral and legal duty, it’s also commercially beneficial. This is because accidents can
have indirect costs too, whether it’s lower productivity due to poor morale or loss of time
due to an accident investigation. These costs are often hidden – and can be enormous.

Making your business an attractive place to work is important in today’s competitive
job market. Employee benefits can have a significant positive impact on your employee
retention, and our dedicated division is here to help support employers of all sizes with a
range of group and staff benefits.

That’s why we provide a wide range of health and safety services to help you reduce risk and improve safety and wellbeing
for your employees, while ensuring your organisation is legally compliant. These include:

Thanks to our well-established place in the insurance sector, we can provide you with access to specialists who offer
advice and guidance on employee benefits that can be tailored to your business, including:
•

Group pension schemes

•

Health and safety policies and procedures

•

Group life assurance

•

Health and safety audits and inspections

•

Group income protection

•

Consultancy services/competent persons service

•

Private medical insurance

•

Web-based health and safety management systems

•

Key person and shareholder protection

•

Accident investigations

•

General risk assessments, including manual handling risk assessments and Control of Substances Hazardous
to Health (COSHH ) assessments.

To find out more, just get in touch.
We’ll be more than happy to help.
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It’s all part of the knowledge and expertise that sets us apart from other brokers – and enables us to offer a truly
personal service.

To find out more and arrange cover,
simply call 020 8256 4927, or visit astonlark.com
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